
Robert Smith 
Sales And Service Specialist

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Sales And Service Specialist with 5 years of experience in the Finance 
domain. To obtain a position as a team player within a success is driven and
people oriented organization where I can maximize my customer service 
and sales skills to achieve corporate goals.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Sales And Service Specialist
Bank Of America -   August 2012 – November 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Provided optimal customer service by accurately identifying customer 
financial needs while evaluating, responding to, and resolving customer 
inquiries/complaints about products and services within the bank.

 Worked closely with bankers and all partners to strategize and set game
plans to ensure we were not just meeting and exceeding our each 
individual sales goals and referrals but also goals as a banking center 
and market.

 Seamlessly managed complex and challenging tasks in all roles within 
the bank from Teller, TOS, Banker, Supervisor while delivering 
exceptional results that impact bottom line profitability and 
functionality.

 Helped build a team-oriented atmosphere by motivating and working 
closely with co-workers to meet daily goals.

 Completed daily tasks and overcame any complex transaction or 
situation to ensure a &ldquo;one team&rdquo; mindset.

 Helped manage and is solely responsible for many areas within 
audit/my tasks. Such as safe deposit box responsibilities, customer 
authentications.

 Problem solved issues and uncover customer needs while creating 
interest in new products or services.

Teller Supervisor
Wells Fargo Bank -   March 2006 – November 2009 

Responsibilities:

 Trained a teller team to provide an excellent and outstanding level of 
customer service while discovering various financial needs of our new 
and existing clients.

 Coached tellers to Wells Fargos &quot;teller road map&quot; to ensure 
they are building rapport, asking fact finding questions, offering correct 
products, using confirming statements, handling objections effectively.

 Referred to appropriate bank partners, and thanking customers for their
business.

 Managed daily reports and tasks of back-shop operations such as daily 
ending teller cash drawer reports, cash difference reports, overdraft 
collection reports, and new accounts reports.

 Adhered to regulatory compliance training and audit compliance for 
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Data 
Entry, Customer Service,
Telecommunications, 
Communications, 
Process Improvement, 
Employee Supervision, 
Operations 
Management, Business 
Development, Employee 
Supervision

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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new and existing team members.
 Conducted new teller essentials training for new teller hires.
 Trained and coached lead tellers to service manager 1 managerial skills 

such as communicating effectively, learning how to utilize bank 
resources, and distinguish new teller candidates.

Education

General Education - 2001 to 2004(Allan Hancock College  - Santa 
Maria, CA )
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